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Front: ©Photo by Joe Raedle/Getty Images—A vehicle drives through flooded streets The flood was 
caused by a combination of the lunar orbit which caused seasonal high tides and what many believe is 
the rising sea levels due to climate change. (on September 30, 2015, in Fort Lauderdale, Florida) South 
Florida is projected to continue to feel the effects of climate change, and many of the cities have begun 

programs such as installing pumps or building up sea walls to combat the rising oceans.
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Least-squares linear fits to the observed monthly 
rainfall total timeseries for each of the 12 regions 
show weak, generally declining trends (0.1 to −1.21 
mm year-1), however these fits explain very little of 
the interannual variance (R2 = 0.001–0.17). The all- 
and natural-forcings model–means show similar 
trends (−0.3 to −1.3 mm year-1) but also have low fit 
coefficients (R2 = 0.05–0.17), the observed trends 

are within the range of values found from fitting 
individual ensemble members for both the all- and 
natural-forcings models.

Table S18.1 shows the fit results for PDFs of rainfall 
intensity. We calculate a ‘histogram FAR’ in a similar 
manner to FAR which would be calculated using a 
fitted PDF, but instead using the histogram of raw 
data. The histogram FARs produced are very similar 
to the FAR calculated from the fitted PDFs, indicating 
that the gamma fit used is appropriate to represent 
the measured rainfall intensities. We find the same 
similarity when fitting the n_days histogram (not 
shown). Figure S18.1 also shows that the number of 
points used to fit in each histogram to produce the 
PDFs is reasonable.

Table S18.1. Fitting results for PDFs of rainfall intensity and bootstrapping to calculate uncertainty 
on FAR. “# Points fit” indicates how many points are contained within each histogram that was fit 
for the PDFs shown in main text Fig. 18.2.

Region FAR Error on 
FAR ±

2σ confidence
Histogram 

FAR

# Points fit
2.5th 

percentile
97.5th  

percentile All Nat

1 −0.467 0.520 −1.771 0.168 −0.334 292 320

2 −0.338 0.640 −1.957 0.431 −0.115 256 245

3 −0.318 0.590 −1.967 0.379 −0.311 240 238

4 −0.648 0.790 −2.539 0.278 −0.305 232 237

5 −0.054 0.080 −0.218 0.073 0.008 232 272

6 −0.034 0.120 −0.296 0.165 0.109 323 354

7 0.388 0.150 0.020 0.634 0.370 227 263

8 0.001 0.070 −0.155 0.128 −0.072 183 213

9 −0.175 0.170 −0.564 0.087 −0.127 97 121

10 0.003 0.060 −0.105 0.111 0.003 248 292

11 0.188 0.120 −0.067 0.380 0.240 121 154

12 0.400 0.160 0.001 0.645 0.391 90 137
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Fig. S18.2. Observed intensity (intens; mm day-1) against duration (n_days) of rainfall events for regions 7–12 for 
all events between 1960 and 2015 (black crosses). Red crosses: events which fall in the top 10% of n_day_tot; large 
green crosses: events which occurred in 2015; and black lines: constant n_day_tot in intervals of 100 mm (from 
100 mm to 600 mm). The 90% value for n_day_tot for each region is indicated in the top corner of each plot.

Fig. S18.1: For regions 7–12: (a) Time series of total month-
ly days of rain (%); (b) time series of maximum intensity 
(intens) of rain per month (%). Black lines: observed to-
tals; thick red lines: HadGEM3-A model mean; dark red 
shading: model ensemble 5th–95th percentile; and light 
red shading: total model ensemble range. Observed and 
model anomalies are w.r.t 1961–90 mean observed cli-
matology. (c) Precipitation intensity distribution (%) for 
Mays 1960–2013 illustrating how the total monthly rainfall 
is distributed among different daily totals of rainfall. Low 
k-value and high k-prob indicate that model and observa-
tions are likely to be drawn from the same population. 
Black: observations; red: HadGEM3-A model mean.
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